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1. INTRODUCTION 
Sri Lanka has been described as a‘statistrcai out-liar，田nongdevelopmg countnes 
おrits outstanding social indicators of development However, its econom1c growth 
毘co刈，sincemdependence, has failed to match its outstanding performances in the 
field of social welfare despite the fact hat the country had enough resource endow-
ments for an early take offtowar由 ahigh grow出pathat the time of independence in 
1948.τbe failure to achieve a sustainable high grow出ratemay partly be attnbutable 
to the drawbacks in plannmg efforts of the post mdependence e回 SriL田 ka,unitke 
m四ynewly industnaiised countries in Asia, has not exploited the benefits of usmg 
quantitative techniques for planning. It is observed in this study that no serious at-
tempts have been made to use comprehensive quantitative tools in planning. A 
macroeconometric model provid田 aframework for evaluating the effectiveness of 
economic poiict白血dthe町forec田 helpin policymaking and planning In building 
a macr•田conomic model for a developmg country like Sn Lanka, it is necessary to 
adopt an approach which takes into account not only the demand side but also the 
supply-side constraints.百耳目havebeen attempts to construct macroeconometric 
models for Sri Lanka mco中oratmgboth demand and supply variables. (See for ex-
ample, Coo四y1998, Karunasena 1985 and Perera 19唖4)In this study we make fur-
出erattempts to emphasise the supply-side constraints in modelling the Sri Lankan 
economy. 
Sn Lanka has a huge potential to benefit from adopting some advanced planning 
techniques which will enable her阻quantifythe impact of different policies on the 
economy.τb悶 forethe objectiv田 ofthis paper a同国ofold.One is to constr凶叩
2 
econorne凶cmodel for Sri L阻 kausing the new set of data made available町cently
by the Cen回 IBank of Sri L皿kaτbeo由eris to a回目S白ee町ectivenessof various 
economic policy measu田sadopted by the Government through a set of simulation 
experiments. It 1s hoped曲目theresults of these expenments出rownot only some 
light on the effectiveness of various macroeconomic policies, but also provide some 
guidelines for policymake問 inpolicy fonnulation 
τbe paper is org四 isedm s皿 sections.The following s出厄。nP陀sents叩 ove刊1ew。f
由eecon。mywhich will help us in m。deling. Section 3 discusses how曲emodel is 
developed. Section 4 evaluates the model for its validity. Section 5 the assess the 
various policies出rougha set of simulation exercises usmg the model developed in 
the p田vioussection. Conclusions are given in section 6. 
2. OVERV正WOF THE ECONOMY'' 
Population and employment 
Sri Lanka 1s densely populat吋 countrym出apopulat10n of 18.5 million and a land 
area of 62,705 squa田 kilometres(excluding inland waters）百1epopulation growth 
rate has varied between I.I田d2 8 per cent during the past five decades. (see Table 
1) W1白血ec叩 entgrow出回teabout I.I per cent it would take田other50 years to 
double the size of出ec町四ntpopulation Sri Lanka is most likely to face由eageing 
population problem, next to Japan and Singapore in Asian田g1on.
Snmo M""""'°""m" Und＂瑚 ndmg 3 
Table 1: Population growth 
Total population Annual ave国ge Crude birth rate Crude birth m脂
(000・s) grow曲目te(%) (per明治） （戸r’抗）（）
1946 6657 1.4 37.4 20.2 
1953 8098 2.8 38.7 109 
1963 10582 27 34.4 8.5 
1971 12690 22 30.1 7.7 
1981 14846 I 7 282 5.9 
1991 17247 14 20.0 5.8 
1996 18315 12 18.6 6.5 
1997 18552 1.3 NA NA 
Sour℃e・ Cen位alB田kof Sri Lruika (1998) 
Time series data on employment we問 notavailable befo田 1990.τ'he1946 Census 
of Population w出血e百四tto collect data on unemployed pe四ons.Since then, vari-
ous census repoロsof populal!On have provided some da阻onemployment. However 
they町enot s出ctlycomp町abledue to definitional and conceptual diffe田nces.Dur-
ing the 1950s白ecoun位yhas had no serious unemployment problem. However，血e
situation had changed la胞ron and acco吋mgto Consumer Finance Survey data, the 
country’s overall unemployment rate was 16 6 percent in 1953.τbe unemployment 
problem became acute in the early 1970s notwithstandmg the many m句orefforts 
made by血esucc田S!Vegovernments to combat the problem τ'he highest une四ploy-
ment rate was reco吋edat 24.0 per cent in 1973 and出israte declined sharply wi出
血eintroducl!On of hbe回lisationpolicy m 1977. Due to picking up of economic grow出
in出eI 990s unemployment ra胞showedad配 limng位end町田hmgdown to 11 5 per 
cent m 1996/97. 
Economic growth and structural change 
Dunng the last five decades the配 onomygrew at四 average田 nual回teof42per
cent wi血commendableachievements in the social sector.百us回tewas higher th四
that of al Sou出Asianneighbours m白theexcepti叩 ofPakistan. However, 1t was 
lower than由atof many East Asian and Southeast Asian co四回目.In 1960, Sri Lanka's 
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human development rndex was only lower to曲目ofJapan and Srngapore. But now 
ranks at 90 among 17 4 countries even though 1t is included in the medium human 
development category. (UNDP 1998）百四percapita rncome, rn nomrnal terms, has 
inc毘asedf悶mRs. 397 (US$120) in 1948 to 48,020 (US$ 814) in 1997，間cording皿
annual me毘aseof 11 per cent p町田num.(Table 2) 
Average田nualeconomic grow曲目tewas about 3 8 per cent during the 1951-77 
pe巾 dThe highest average annual growth岡崎ofgross domestic product (GDP) at 
6 5 percent毘cordedbetween 1978 and 1981古川1snotably higher曲四出atof for 
the 1978-96 period ( 4 9 percent per ann田n).The lower growth聞記（34 per c問。
between 1986 and 1992 could be explained by the civil war. From the begrnnrng of 
血e1990s, the economy has shown a gradual recovery with a 5 5 percent annual 
average growth rate，回achingup 岡田annual四teof 6 4 per cent in 1997. 
Even白oughdomesuc savrngs ratio did show an improvement over血epenod mainly 
due to the decline in consumption, lack of export earnings and other revenue pre-
vented出egovernment from gene回tingthe relatively higher savings加 dcapital for-
mation for grow出－relatedactivities.τ'he slow or stagnatrng growth, coupled with the 
deterioration in the coun官y’ssecunty situation after 1983, aggravated some prob-
lems and delayed the coun位γs阻ke-off.
古田obj民t1vesof the pl町田mgafter rndepend叩 cewere to encou田geimport substi-
回tion血dindustrialisation，血dto continue exp皿dingdomestic agnculture with出e
dual intent10n of reducing 1mpo託dependency田dachieving selιsufficiency in rice 
ando血eressential food items.τ'he government exp叩 dedits welfa陀 expendi回rein 
order to improve social welfare by providmg universal free education, food subs1-
dies，血danati叩四widef回eheal血progr百nme.
百1e問 havebeen s回 cturalch血gesm the Sri Lankan economy.官1esh蹴 ofagricul
回目lsector in GDP h田 declined仕omabout 35.0 percent in 1950 to 17.8 percent in 
1997，出isis pa凶ydue to relatively poor perform皿ceof曲目sector.The share of 
6 
manufacturing sector m GDP has m c毘asedfrom 16.8 percent to 21 5 percent while 
the share of services sector has increased from 41 0 per cent to 51.4 per cent between 
1950 and 1997. Most of these changes were taken place m the of economic 
h岡田hsation.τbecons汀uctionsector’s share in GDP has remamed unchanged over 
白elast five decades while出eshare of minmg and qu町ηmghas improved from 0.4 
per cent m 1950 to 2 5 per cent in 1997. 
Table 3: Structu国lchange in employment and production 
Agricultu悶 Mirung & qu町y;ngManufac回目1g ConslrUclion Services 
E 。 E 。 E 。 E 。 E 。
1950キ 53 35 0.4 9 16.8 6.8 37 41 
1981 46 27.7 1.9 IO 16.2 3 8.8 40 45.4 
1996 38 18.4 2 2.5 14 21 6 6.9 40 512 
Source: Cenl田IBank of Sri L田畑(1998)
Noles: •Employme叫 dalais for 1946. E-employment and 0－。utpul
Many changes have also阻kenplace in the s回 C旬開ofemployment over the last five 
decades. The share of agricultural sector labour has declined世om53 per cent in 
1946 to 38 per cent in 1996.’The mining and qua町ymgs田toraccounted only for a 
very small proport10n of the total employment血roughout由ISpenodτbe share of 
employment in由emanufacturmg sector increased by 2.6 per cent during the 1946-
96 period and its contribution to total employment also mcreased to 14 per cent in 
1996 from 9 percent in 1946.τbe highest grow出国也of4.8 per cent was exhibited 
by the construct10n sector for the same penod. It’s share in to回lemployment in回
creased from I per cent in 1946 to 6 per cent in 1996.τbe semce sector has been 
emergmg as the leading sector m出C問centpast and accounted for well over 40 per 
cent of the total employment m 1996. 
Price, money and wage 
古田rea日 fourmd1cators to measure由eprice behaviour of Sri Lanka, namely. Co-
lombo Consumer Pnce Index (CCP!), Greater Colombo Consumer Pnce Index (GCPn, 
Wholesale Pnce Index （明中I)and the Implicit Gross Domestic Product Deflator 
Som< Macrn<oonomk UndmtMding 7 
(GDPD). Data pe口ainmgto these four indexes a肥 givenin Table 4. together with 
some other田lateddata Officially出eCCPI IS used as the mdicator of mflat10n while 
GDPD, which is Implicit in national accounts statistics and has the widest cove回ge,
IS also used as an alternative indicator. The WP! is used as a measure of price move-
ments at由eprimary market. The estimation of GCPI s回口edin 1989 by the C即位al
Bank of Sri Lanka with the objective of having a comprehensive consumer pnce 
indicator. 
Table 4: Annual changes tn selected ec。nomicindtcators 
Index 
Consumer price 
lmplici! GDP 
Wholesale price 
Money supply 
Ex凹nprice 
Import pnce 
Exchange rate RsJUS$ 
Wages/Period 
Government employ田S
Noo executives 
Minor employees 
School teache目
Wages Board T日des
Agriculture 
Industry四dcommerce 
Services 
Source: C即位alBank of Sn Lanka (1998) 
Note: (*)is for 1979-96 
1948 66 
1.2 
I 0 
6.9 
I.I 
35 
20 
1952 66 
1.7 
1.4 
1.9 
I 2 
I 2 
I I 
20 
NA 
1967-76 1977 96 
6.4 12.5 
8.9 11.4 
I 1.9 
10.9 202 
8.6 15 4 
14.6 177 
I 1.3 7.2 
1967-76 1977 96 
6.8 125 
5.7 I 9 
7.5 13 0 
4.8 I 8 
8.3 140 
83 149 
82 119 
NA 8 9' 
1952-96 1997 
69 9.6 
7.6 8.5 
6.9 
13 I 13.8 
8.4 82 
I 5 3.8 
6.0 6.3 
1996 1997 
10.8 
I 1.3 
100 
24 
59 
7.0 
4.1 
0.0 
百1erate of in日ationin Sri Lanka w田 lowerthan曲目ofmany developmg countries 
during the period from 1948 to 1966. However, the country experienced a moder-
ately high in自由叩forthe period世om1967 to 1976. Wi出theintroduction of open 
economic policies m 1977, this moderate trend was changed to 12.5 high rate of 
8 
mflat1on for白eperi。dfrom 1977 to 1996. The highest inflal!on rate recorded so far 
W出 26.1per cent in 1980 Several external facto四回dmtemal factors con回butedto 
surging inflationτ1Ie magnitude of血emfluence of th田efactors varies釦nongdiι 
ferent admmis回 tions.百1ecomparatively lower田teof inflation until 1977 w田 partly
due to vanous food subsidy schemes and pnce controls implemented by the govern-
ment of出eday. hnport price increases, coupled with the continumg depreciation of 
由eSri Lankan rupee was also a significant cause of inflat1on, particularly after 1977. 
(Lakshman and Nicholas 1991) Other m吋orfactors behind the higher四teof infla-
tion were. (a) rapid in口・easein money supply due to heavy government reliance on 
白ecentral bank for deficit百n田cing;(b) huge govemment inves回1entprogrammes 
which created demand pre田uresin the economy, and (c) mig 回目workers’目mit-
tances 
τ1Ie coun甘yhas two main employment s田何回iιorganisedand unorg血 1sedsec-
tors. Orgamsed sector include employe田 workingin the public and local govern 
ment s田tors，出esemi-government sector, the co ope聞 1vesector and the org阻 ised
private sector while unorganised sector includes employees working in enterprises 
which have not been registered and therefore are not benefiting from any organised 
labour market regulations. 
As given in Table 4出C間町Ceight wage mdexes to m田sure血ewage movements of 
which four md1cators mc!ude worke四 inWages Bo町dt回d田 wi出foursub catego 
ries 1.e. workers in agncul白田，mdustryand commerce, services and combination of 
血eabove three. Wage growth in al secto四皿血e1952-66戸riodW拙 higher血anthe 
inflation (0.8 per cent) md1cating an upward trend in問alwage百1isupward t回nd
continued for the proceedmg 1967 76 period except in the salaries for government 
school teachers四dgovernment non町executives.After the mtroduction of open eco・
nomic policies in 1977 growth rates of al wages were higher th田 beforeHowever 
inflation too was higher for the same period than before, making real wages either to 
dechne or to stagnateτ1Ie impositions of controls to trade union actmties were 
partly responsible for unfavourable田alwage situation after 1977 penod. In 1997 the 
Some M=oonomk Unde岡叩dmg 9 
government implemented B. C. Pere四 SalaryReview Committee’s proposal. This 
was the first comp田hensivepublic sector emolument in more than 20 years As a 
result salaries of al government employees except for出atof teachers mc田asedin 
児alterms 
Goven、町1ent百sealoperations 
As shown m the Table 5 government revenue exhibited no significant compositional 
changes smce independence in 1948.百1e回xrevenues as a percentage of GDP were 
18.8 and 19 0 per cent in 1948四 d1996，日spectively.However, the tax revenues 
from domestic goods and services have mc田asedmoderately from 2.1 per cent in 
1948 to 8 5 per cent m 1996 This 1s quite clear m由epost-1977 penod One of the 
most significant changes m出etax s回C加問hasbeen a structural shift towards do 
mestic taxes from international trade-oriented taxes目Theenhanced significance of 
this source of taxation is attributed to a reclassification of commodities for turnover 
回X叩dthe impact of defence levy. Another significant change in出etax base 1s the 
declinir】gtrend in the t出回onexternal trade which reflects the impact of the elimト
nat10n of expo民taxesand gradual肥ductJonof impo比duties.Non tax revenue has 
also児mainedunchanged for出elast 50-ye町 penod
Table 5・Government陪venuestructure (as% of GDP) 
Item 1948 1948-53 1970ー751991-96 1996 
Tot叫目venue 16.4 16.2 17 3 17.6 169 
Taxes on inoom巴 3.4 39 3.5 2.9 2.7 
Taxes on external t血de 11.0 I05 8.0 7.1 58 
Export t回目 4.8 49 2.1 0.1 
~~~duties 6.2 5.6 2.2 4.1 33 
37 
Turnover tax on imports 2.9 25 
Taxes on domestic goods胡 dse刊lCf':S 21 1.8 58 7.6 85 
Excise tax 1 6 1 3 2.2 2.6 2.9 
Turnover tax 2.7 3.1 25 
Defence levy 1.4 2.1 
Other t山田 0.5 05 0.9 。，5 1 0 
Non-tax revenue 24 3.1 32 2.2 21 
To阻Irevenue 1.8 8 19.3 20.7 19.8 19.0 
Sha田 oftax revenue in to凶 revenue(%) 87.8 83.9 84.4 88.9 89.0 
Source: Central Bnnk of Sn Lnnka (1998) 
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On the expend1加reside, to回lexpend山町asa proportion of GDP rose古・oman aver-
age of 23 4 per cent面白el 948 57 penod to加 ave四geof 30 3 per cent in the 1988-
96 period (Table 6) In 1997 this proportion accounted for 23.8 per cent showing a 
decline m恥 lasttwo ye四 notwithstanding出eheavy expenditure on defence (5.7 
per cent in 1996) Nearly 6 4 per cent of current expendi国田isallocated for pe四onal 
emoluments and pension paymen白 togovenunent employ田SInterest payments on 
government debt have also been a m勾orreason for the high ex戸ndi阻rethat ac-
counted for 6 per cent m l 996. The sha陪 ofinterest payments to GDP was 0 6 per 
C四tforthe period 1948 53 and 6.0 per cent for the period 1991-96. By 1997, this 
figure had inc町田edto 6.2 per cent of GDP. T岡田ferpayments and subsidies, a 
subgroup of goods and services expendi阻res,dec町田edin line w1血thegovernm叩 t
adjus回 entpolicy s回nceof eliminating al subsidies百 eCapital expend山田which
was about 15.8 per cent of GDP for the period 1978-87 has declmed to 8.4percent 
for the period 1988-96. It was only 3 l per cent in l 997τ'his decline was entirely 
due to the massive reduction in capital expend即時onpublic ente中国国百1ecap1阻l
expenditure incurred by public ente中nsesmay d即時asefu武herbecause of ongoing 
privatisation田 dstab1hsatlon programmes. 
Table 6・Key components of current expend詑ure( as % of GDP) 
Item 1948 1948-53 197ι75 1991-96 1996 
Transfer to households 4.3 4.5 6.6 4.8 43 
Of which: Food subsidy 27 2.8 43 1.0 01 
Pens>an 0.8 0.8 14 20 20 
Inte江田tP町・ments 0.6 0.6 2.6 6.0 6.0 
Defence 0.2 0.5 1.5 4.7 57 
Total陀currentexpendi加re 15.1 15.6 20.4 21.9 222 
Source. Central Bank of Sri Lanka (1998) 
百1eave四geannual budget deficit for the 1948 57 period (after grants) was 2 5 per 
cent of GDP. For the two penods l 978-87 and 1988-96，出edeficit was l l 5 and8 4 
per cent, respectively. By 1985, the budget deficit had r回 chedan unsustainable level, 
and由eneed for rapid economic refonns became evident. In 1988, the budget deficit 
Somo M師団＇ 0mmio Undo<冨umdmg 1 
reached 15.7 per cent of GDP and by July 1989，白esize of the deficit signalled the 
need for introducing a s汀ongstab1hsation programme目τ"heresulting July stabilisation 
pro gr田nrnehad, as its m句orobjective, the reduction of the deficit Consequently, 
由edeficit fel to 8.4 per cent for the period 1988 96 Nearly 43 per cent of the budget 
deficit dunng the penod 1978-87 was financed by fo阻ignsourc田，whichconsisted 
mainly of fo田ignbo汀・owingw1出therernamder m出eform of gr宙1ts.Deficit fin血c-
mg, however, has declined recentlyreachmg down to 4 5 per cent of GDP in 1997. 
Domestic bank financmg for the 阻 nepenod has accounted for about 23 F町 centof 
出ebudget deficit. (Table 7) 
Table 7: Budge同叩out-tern1948-1996 （田a%of GDP) 
Item 1948-57 1958-{;7 1968-77 197ι87 198ι96 1997 
下回al田venue&g阻nts 21.0 22.3 21 0 23.7 21.9 19目4
Total民venue 20.8 22.1 203 21.1 200 18.5 
Tax 172 18.9 173 184 177 16.2 
Grants 0.2 0.2 07 2.6 1.9 0.8 
Total expendi回目 23.4 28.0 271 35.2 30.3 23 8 
Current 15.7 21.0 19.9 19.4 21.9 207 
Capital 7.7 7.0 72 15.8 8.4 3 I 
Current account (sur.ldep) 5.1 I.I 04 I 7 ー 19 2.2 
Overall de百cit(after grants) -24 -5 8 -61 1ー15 -8 4 4.5 
Fm皿 C泊Z 2.4 58 6.1 115 84 45 
Foreign 0.2 08 1.5 5.0 28 1 1 
Dom田tic 22 5.0 4.6 6.5 5.6 34 
Bank I.I 21 11 2.6 0.6 -02 
Sou陀e:C回tralBank of Sri Lanka (1998) 
External trade and Balance of Payments 
At the ttrne of mdependence m 1948, the traditional subStstence economy of Sri 
Lanka had already been回 nsforrnedmto a classic example for田 expo口economy
by the emergence of the plantation agricul加re.(Snodgrass・ 1966, Corea・ 1975) In 
1950, the total trade as a percen阻geof GDP was about 70.6 per cent and the total 
trade as a percentage of the world trade was about 0.49 per cent. The open trade 
毘gtrneprevailed m出e1950s was partly毘sponStblefor the htgh ratto of total 住友de
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to GDP which md1cated a high degree of openness during that time. However, in 
response to the deterioration of teロnsof uョdeand unfavou国bletrend m impo武s,an
町onom1cpolicy regime which emphasised hnpo此substitutionindustrialisation was 
in tr吋ucedm由elate 1950s. As a consequ叩白血penodfrom 1960 to 1977, except 
the phase of partial liberalisation in the late 1960s, was characterised by an mward 
looking位ade毘gime.Th!S 田sultedin a declining trend in the share of甘adewhich 
田ached37.7 per cent of GDP叩 d0.07 of world trade in 1977τbe economic policy 
refonns introduced in 1977 marked the beginmng of a new phase which emphaS!sed 
the export promotion industrialisation strategy. As shown m the Table 8，出edegree 
of openness declined during the import substltution period and recovered again m 
由epost 1977 period of open t回depolicy regime 
Table8：丁目dedependency悶tios
Items 1950 1956 1977 1996 
Exports a< a % ofGDP 40.4 34.0 18.2 29.5 
lmpoロsasa%ofGDP 30.2 32.0 16.5 389 
To!al trade田 a%GDP 70.6 66.0 37.7 68.4 
ExpoロEas a % world expoロs 0.57 039 0.07 0.08 
lmpo出品a%of world >mpo由 0.41 0.34 0.06 0.10 
Total trade田 a%。fworld trade 0.49 0.36 0.07 0凹
Source: Central B叩kofSri L間隔(1998)
官1erew酷 SU中lusin the cuπ-ent account (BOP account) at出etime of mdependence. 
The trade balance was also favourable with a 問中lusof 3 2 per cent of GDP for出C
1948-56 penod and turned to a deficit of2 4percent of GDP forthe 1956-77 peri吋．
The positive balance m 1977 w田 aremarkable achievement, after a long penod of 
deficits Jn the face of open economic pohc1es，血edeficit widened contmuously阻d
reached an annual average of 13 3 per cent of GDP for 1977-85 penod.τbe gap 
narrowed down to about 11 per cent of GDP for血e1985 96 penod田d8 0 percent 
of GDP in 1997. 
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Table 9 Composition of exports 
Item 1950 1960 1970 1977 1996 
Total expo由（US$ million) 328.3 384.7 341.6 748.2 4103.5 
Agncultural products 307 5 348.2 313.2 593.4 962.7 
Tea rubber and coconut 307 5 348.2 3024 555.6 8307 
Other agricul旬回lproducts NA NA 10.8 37.8 132.0 
Indus凶alproducts NA NA 7.0 1061 3013 3 
Textile阻dganuents NA NA I 0 16.0 1905 9 
Petroleum products NA NA 30 67.3 103 9 
O位terindustrial products NA NA 3.0 22.8 1003.5 
Mineral products NA NA 3.0 35.7 95.7 
Unclassified 208 36.5 18.4 13.0 31.8 
Total exports ( % sh創時
Agricultural products 93.7 90.5 91 7 79.3 23.5 
Tea rubber and coconut 93.7 90.5 88 5 743 20.2 
O曲eragricultural products NA NA 3.2 51 32 
Industrial products NA NA 2.0 14.2 73.4 
Textile and gann回ts NA NA 03 2 I 46.4 
Pett。leum p回ducts NA NA 0.9 9.0 2.5 
Othermdus酎alproducts NA NA 0.9 3.0 24.5 
Mineral p回ducts NA NA 0.9 4.8 23 
Un class凶ed 6.38 9.5 5.4 1.7 08 
Sou回eC回traIBank of Sri Lanka (1998) 
As Table 9 rev回ls，出e田 wasa heavy concent回tionm血es住UC回出ofexpo出 asfew 
prim町ycommodities accounted for a very hrgh propoロionof exports e世田ngsAs 
出estruc阻reof exports rs more diversified now，血etrade balance ts less vulnerable 
to commodity price flue加ations.τ'hecomposition of imports also changed drastト
cally towards intermediate goods, which accounted for 54 9 per cent in 1996. The 
share of consumer goods decreased from 56 6 per cent m 1951 to 19 I per cent in 
1996. (s田 Table10) 
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Table 1 O.Composition of 1mpo此S
Item 1951 1960 1970 1977 1996 
Total imports (US$ million) 3272 4115 388.6 677.0 5417.2 
Consumer goods 185.1 250.9 215.4 285.6 1033.1 
Food 146.0 1579 177.6 245 8 599.0 
Of which: rice 49.6 50 8 53.4 103 3 92.6 
0由ercon. Goods 39.I 930 37.8 39.8 4341 
Intermediate goods 57.3 83.4 77.8 2984 2974.1 
Investment goods 84.2 74.5 91.7 84.l 1205.8 
Unclassified 0.6 2.7 3.7 89 204.2 
Total imports (%share) 
Consumer goods 56.6 61.0 55 4 42.2 19.1 
Food 44.6 384 45 7 36.3 11.l 
Of which: rice 15.2 12 3 13.7 15.3 1.7 
。由ercon. Goods 11.9 22.6 97 5.9 80 
Inter百1ediategoods 17.5 203 20.0 441 54.9 
Investment goods 25 7 181 23 6 124 22 3 
Unclassified 0.2 07 1.0 1 3 3.8 
Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka (1998) 
Sri Lanka held a strong balance of payments position m the immediate post-indepen-
dence penod and has undergone many changes since then. External assets in 1948 
49 were enough to pay for almost one year of imports. Smce the tea boom of 1954-
55, these favourable trends have gradually been reversed Gross official external 
assets m 1996 and 1997 were sufficient to finance only 4.3 and 4.2 mon血sof 1m-
ports, respectively. Because of a heavy mvestment programme that was financed 
mainly by foreign aid叩 dcommercial C毘d1t,Sri Lanka’s foreign debt h田 increased
問pidlysince 1977, climbing to 74 5 percent of GDP m l994from 3 percent m 1948. 
Havmg explained basic features of the economy of Sri Lanka, m the next section，叩
attempt will be made to model the economy based on the information given in this 
secl!on. 
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3. THE MODEL" 
τbe p田sentm。de!is estimated for the penod from 1970 to 1997 by using data made 
ava!lable recently by血eCen回lBank. (CBSL 1998）＂百 1ep問sentmodel inco中o-
rates major structural features of the economy and consists of eight blocks, n釦nely:
（司populat10n,wage田demployment; (b) production, (c) d町田dand expendi加re,
(d) external trade and balance of payments, (e) government fiscal operat10ns, （η 
mone回rysec回耳（g)prices; and (h) macr，田conomicaggregates羽田completemodel 
has 207 equations, of which 122 are behavioural equations, and 85町eidentities 
(including definitions) 
Respective demand equations for the vanous production secto四 areincluded m血e
product!On block itself. In order to take into account the inte回ctionsleading to mar・ 
ket clearing both the demand and supply sides have been inco甲oratedin由emodel. 
Some export functions町elmked to the production block directly by variables rep陀
sen ting血eav血lab1htyof expo出羽田seexpo市町ealso linked to由eprice block by 
血evanables回presenting血eirpnce mdices.τ'he exports and 1mpoロsprovide a sig 
nificant阻xbase for the goveロunent,makmg a useful link between血etwo blocks of 
production and govemment百sealope阻lions.In addition，叫Ivanables a能ctthe gov-
ernment and fmancial block through the supply of foreign exchange that, m turn 
influences the money supply. 
Population and ernployment block 
Population is endogenized m a behavioural fonn using the population grow出目白
血da。ne-yeartime lag of population百1ebi巾 ratesand death rat田 are問gressedon 
per capita income Both variables show negative signs as expected An asymptotic 
level is placed in the b出hand death阻teequations We have included both the de 
mand for and supply of labour in出emodel. Labour supply is estimated by using 
labo町 forcep副 icipation目白血dworking age (age 20 64）.百clabour force pa而ci-
pation rate is calculated with unemployment rate data given m the Central Bank 
Annual Report 1998 
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百1e目白己目vema面sectoralcalegories of labour dem阻d(employm叩 t)in the model, 
i e , (a) agricul加国I;(b) mining and quarrymg; (c) manufactunng, (d) construction; 
and (e) services. The size of the estate (or the area cultivated) as well as its 
organisauonal na阻rewill significantly influence employment in血eplan出 10ncrops. 
Furtl出国1ore，出eda阻onemplo戸nentm白eplan阻tionsector shows that 97 per cent 
of the to阻Inumber of employees belong to白elabou問rgrades engaged m field and 
factory operations. Therefo陪，itis rational to assume出atemployment m the estate 
sector is mfluenced by the area under cultivation The labour demand m由cagricul 
回目lsector.，出emming and qu田rying，血emanufacturing and the service secto四 are
阻kenas f凹 ctionsof value-added, real wages of that sector.τbe unemployment ra胞
団日uenceswage determination in the price and wage block The block h出 l1 
behaviourョlequation叩 d61d印刷es
Production block 
百1eproduc!Jons bl田kcovers出ecoun句’smainagn凹 lturalcrops (tea, rubber, co・
conuts, minor export crops, and paddy），叩dthe indus凶aland service secto四.Many
stochastic equations of this block are interrelated with the pnce block出roughthe 
問spectiveprice deflato日．τbissector is also lmked wi出finaldemand and the inter-
nal!onal trade and finance block by way of providing the output and making avail-
able expo出，respectivelyThe GDP provides the basis for goverurn叩 trevenue, par 
ticularly d江田口出，and出ushas a linkage with the government叩dfinancial block. 
τbe population and employment block is mainly connected to the pr・吋uctJonblock 
In modelling the agricultural crops, a generally accepted yield and area approach IS 
used (Adams and Beh四m1976) Many model builders have used output d田eロn1na-
tion by yield and area approach. Accordmg to this approach，由epr・凶uctionof a crop 
is equal to出eaverage yield multiplied by cultivated a田a.Crop bearmg and cult1-
vated areas are d1f自erentbecause, for instance, in白ecase of tea, up to five years町志
needed to provide the first cropτnerefo田，1tis obv10us由at血ebe町ing町eais血e
production-dete口niningfactor ra出erthan the cultivated land area. Ramfall and 
fertiliser applications ar芭themain yield-determining factors 
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Value-added by crops is estimated based on the production and respective produc-
e四’pricesthat ar芭deteロnmedm血epnce block.τ'he gross value-added of the ind us-
凶aland service secto田町emodelled m tenns oflabour, capital, and imported mputs. 
Since Sri Lanka does not have data for capital stocks for agncultural, mining and 
qu町rying,manufacturing, construction, and services secto自由eywe陪 estimatedby 
takmg pnvate and government mves即時nton each respective sectors. The mvest-
ments are separated based weights calculated on the value addition of each sector to 
total GDP. This block has 40 behavioural equations and 30 identrt1es. 
De町1andand expenditure block 
百四demand叩 dexpend即時blockconsists of I 0 behaviou四1and 6 identities G問at
attention is given to the detenninants of consumption, mvestruent and net-exports m 
modelling the final demand and aggregate expenditure Both the consumption and 
investment are first divided mto two components as pnvate and government. The 
total consumption is explained by disposable income, rate of interest and the lag 
consumption which repr田entsthe habit persistence. A detailed d1sagg問gat10nof 
priva胞inves岡田川崎doneby dividing the total pnvate investment into five compo-
nents. Each of曲目ecomponents is explained by the rate of in民間st(R) and the do 
m田ticcredit to pnvate sector (DCP）τ'he government consumption四dmvestruent 
are linked to出egovernment日scal。peratlonsblock The exports and imports which 
account for net exports are found m the mternational trade and finance block. 
Pnce and wage block 
Price deflators for different sectors are estimated by the prices of rmp出回goods,
wages of own sector毘fativeto other sectors of the economy and the main co mod-
ity prices百1eprice deflator for agricultu阻lsector is the weighted average of pnces 
of paddy, tea, rubber and coconuts.百1eseprices are estimated by usmg wages, cost 
of product10n and international price洛ofrespective item. Theoretically，出eimplicit 
GDP deflator (PGDP) must be equal to the sum ofpnce deflato目 forvalue-added in 
the agricul回目1,indus帥 1,and service sec岡田with児levantweights.百1econsumer 
price index (CPI) is classified into five main groups which take behaviou回lform 
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WI白血e1mpo此pncemdexes and ratio of money supply to real GDP represen白唱曲e
quantity theory of moneyτ'he impact of the import pnce on出epreviously men 
tloned three pnce deflators takes effect through the CPI (note that the CPI has an 
import price deflator). There 1s also the wholesale pnce mdex (WPI) which is d1-
vided into two categories, wholesale pnce indexes for domestic goods price, exports 
and impoロs百時田町eexplained by wages, gene四lprice and foreign prices The 
price and wage block consists of 32 behavio凹叫equationtogether with the identities 
Government百sealoperations block 
Government田venue,expend加re,budget deficit，田d由emoney supply副官出emain
features of this block. The revenue side of the government is speci日edso as to cap-
国間出emfluence of exports, imports, and other act1vit1es of the production block 
Any ch田gein government回xand subsidy policy will mfluence consumption Gov-
emment expend山田，onthe o出erh叩d,1s categonsed mto two main groups, cu町田t
血dca pi回lexpendi回路．τ'helater, a policy variable in the model is divided into four 
(cap由lexpend1回目onagriculture, m叩ufacturing,cons阻1ctionand service sectors), 
叩 da田 at阻chedto production by the respective capital stocks of production block 
百1ebudget deficit is lmked to血emoney supply through deficit自nancmg.百1esup-
ply of money 1s connected to the price block via the consumer price index (CPI). 
Export price deflato四havebeen carefully analysed talcing出eworld market factors 
into conside四tion.Price deflators for由evalue-added s目t。田町emodelled wi由mark-
up prices and world market factors τ'he country’s total debt outstandmg, both do-
mest1c叩 dforeign, and the mterest回tedetermine government expendi回reon mter-
est payments. The government's total田venueregiste：四incomefrom both taxes四d
non-tax so町・ces.The export t田 hasfurther disaggregation as阻xesfrom tea, rubber, 
and c田 onutexpo巾．
Havmg specified the government's to回Iexpenditure田drevenue, 11s now possible 
to define the government budget deficit as the difference between expenditure and 
revenue. The Sn Lankan Government finances its def cits through fo陀igngrants, 
foreign loans, and non-market and market boπ・owing. For simplicity and due to the 
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lack of continuous time series data, al the deficit-fin恒1cingsources were divided 
mto either domestic fmance or fo問ignfinance. In the model, domestic finance is 
assumed to be endogenously determmed血dinfluences the government's domestic 
debt outstandmg while foreign fin叩 ceIS exogenous and affects the foreign debt 
OUIStanding. 
Moneta叩sectorblock 
τhis block has seven equations and two identities explaining the important compo-
nents, both domestic and fo問ign,of Sri Lanka’s broad money supply.τbemonet田y
base consi由 oftwo items. （的domesticcredit supply from出ebanking system, and 
(b) foreign出setsBy endogenizing由ecomponent of出efo毘ignassts，叩attemptis 
made to take into account the role of the balance of payments as well as the role of 
foreign assets held by血ebanking sector m determimng the monetary aggr℃gates in 
血eco四位yThe role played by the domestic credit IS also considered by endogemzing 
the domestic credit availabihty as a behavioural equation in the model. Domestic 
C陪ditis determined by the amount of banking assets or depoSits 
External trade and balance of payments block 
官官external回 de田dBOP block consisting of 9 behavioural equations血d11 iden 
t1ties explains 回 de,serv1ces，国nsferpayments田dcapital accounts of the balance 
of payments.官官expo出 ofgo吋S田 dISaggregatedmto agricult四 lexpo由，indus-
酎alexpo出血do白erex戸市 τbeagricultural exports are m tum disaggregated into 
tea, rubber, coconut田 dother agricul回目lexpo由．百1eexports of tea, rubber, c田o-
nut四dmdustrial goods are explamed by the behaviou悶Iequations由atincorporate 
both the supply side and demand side factors. Appropnately defined relative price 
variables and the world real income variable are mtroduced to al of 曲目eexpert 
equations as demand side variables. A measu問 of出eavailability of exports defined 
as the difference between the level of production and the level of consumption is 
in回 ducedto the equations of tea, rubb町田dcoc叩 utexports as a supply Side vari-
able. However, due to the dif:日cultiesof estimatmg the domestic cons山nptionlevel 
ac叩田telyin the case of industnal experts we used the real value of indus回aloutput 
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itself as山esupply side v町fable.
百leimports of goods a問 disaggregatedinto four categories such as consumer goods, 
mtenmediate goods, inves回lentgoods and other imports. The 1mpo口sof consumer 
goods, intenmediate goods and investment goods are endogenized to the model by 
behavioural 問uations.Based on血eass山nption出atSn L叩 kais a small country in 
international trade, the imports are explained by the demand side variables such as 
the問lativeprices and the real income of the coun句ー Inadd1t1on，出elag values of 
the dependent variable and the real income v田fableare also i附剖ucedto these equa-
tions m order to account for the lag adjustments and the ‘habit pe悶istence’mcases 
of these impo市.Separate export and 1mpo民functions田.，not specified for services 
expoロsand services imports m血epr白entmodel. Instead, the net in service is ex-
plained by the size of trade （血esum of the goods exports and imports) and a mea-
sure of the size of tourist mdus句.(SETOHR) 
The capital account of the balance of payments is disaggregated mamly into two 
components as direct foreign investment and the rest (BOPl）τ"he direct foreign 
inves回 entis explamed by the relative price level (the ratio of the world consumer 
pnce index to the domestic consumer price index), the degree of openness of the 
economy (measured出血eratio of出esum of exports and imports to the GDP），血e
level of domesl!c economic actmty (measured in tenms of real GDP) and師 own
lag. The estima惚dresults show that出eelas11c1ties of direct fo田igninv田町盟国wi出
respect to the陪lallvepnce level, the degree of openness and the level of economic 
activity is greater than umty. All。fthe behav1。uralequati。nsfor exp。rts,imp。rts
叩 d由edirect fore伊 inves町1ent町especified as log line訂 f。ロnulall。ns.
4. MODEL TESTING 
τ"he ordinary least-squares (OLS) method 1s used for estimation of白emodel. Sri 
L印刷doesnot maintain a comprehensive quarterly database.τ"bus，白cmodel uses 
annual data, dating世・om1970 to 1997. However, very few equations in the model 
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have been estimaled w1出asmaller sample period due 白血erto keep出efitting ability 
or to lack of data 
τ'he model has be叩 evaluatedby using st印 d訂dstatistical diagnosticsτ'he c田f日－
cie山 ofdetermmalion (R2) are adjusled for deg居間of古田dom百 est叩 darderrors 
of regression are given by SE whlle the Durbin-Watson statistic is shown as DW. 
Durbin his reported with distnbuted lag models. When出ereis阻 mdicationof the 
existence of first o吋erauto coπelation, the respective equation is re-estimated by 
using the Cochrane-Orcutt (orcutt) technique.τ'he coefficients of auto-correlation 
(rho) are also reported for出eequations that have been corrected for auto-correlation 
problems. All correspondent“r’statistics are in p町田thembeneath each of the co-
efficients Most coefficients are Sigmfic叩 tat由e5 per cent or I per cent level. The 
signs of出ecoefficients a日 coπ・ectas expected However, a few explanatory vari-
ables are included in the model, even though出eydo not satisfy the necessary“t” 
test, wi出aview to observing血ecorrectness of model specification and血edynarmc
stability of出em凶el.
Havmg estimated equations m曲cprevious section an attempt 1s made in血ISS田tion 
to evaluate the validity of the model.τ'he individual equations in the model may fit 
恥 histoncalda阻wellbut may not perform well in a dynamic snnultaneous equation 
system At血es田netime，由eopposite may also happen The mdividual estimations 
of the whole model may have insignificant statistics but the model as a whole may 
問p問senthistoncal data very closely.τ'he Simulation prc紅白sofamodel C田 beused 
for different pu中oses，田nongothe四，checkmgthe stability of a m。del,multiplier 
analysis (historical policy analysis), and forecasting (Pindyck叩 dRubinfeld 1991) 
A historical simulation of the model was performed for the period 1980 94 to test its 
explanatory peげormance.
τ'he Gauss-Siedel iteration technique was used in the Simulation.τ'here町cmany 
ways of representmg these dev1at10ns of S1mulat1on values from observed values. 
Mean Average Percen回geE汀or(MAPE) is used as血 mdicatorof a systematic bias. 
MAPE is less than 10 per cent for most of the major endogenous vanables. Evi-
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dently, only a few vanables have MAPE values higher than 10 per cent due to the 
volatile nature of the data However, the tracking ability of the model is satisfactory 
and has good stability. It should be noted that though the c打ormargins for some 
equations are high they seem acceptable, given出edifficulty of modelling with the 
available data The followmg table 11 shows MAPE values of some selected macro 
ind1cato四 ofthe economy. 
Table 11: Mean Aver珂ePercen回目e缶百（MAP匂forsel田t剖 macroeconomicv田 ables
variable Partial test Finat test variable Partiat test Final t回t
LD 0004 3 158 GBD 0.003 14940 
LS 0.000 3.261 RT百 6520 6.520 
LPR I 563 2 440 RDP 3.334 4.32t 
GDPFP82 0.000 7 559 RLR 3.3t I 4.270 
GDP恥IP82 0.000 6.830 PGDP 0.000 3224 
CP 1.500 4.441 WPJ 0.016 5 842 
CG 5.112 5I12 PX 7.024 6.652 
0.000 t7.445 WAG 4880 7 339 
x 2107 t8 144 WIN 4243 t 1.846 
M 0.930 t3.978 WSE 3.判9 8 498 
τ百 3.529 21.印6 YD 0田口 8.659 
S田 Appendixfor the tist of variables 
5. APPLICATlON OF THE MODEL FOR POLICY SIMULATlONS 
τlie pu中oseof this simulation tS that by evaluating multipliers associated wtth the 
model’s exogenous v町iables,it is possible for policymak町Sto obtam田 assessment
of the dynamic response of the economy Using the model described in the section 
伽eewe performed three multiplier analyses for the penod 1980・94.All shocks E怠
assumed to be sustamable and the impacts of those shocks are given in teロnsof 
percentage deviation from the con町Qlsolution.τlie simulation results are given in 
respective tables. 
Exchange Rate Policy 
Sn Lanka had a fixed exchange回teregime at血etime of independence in 1948 and 
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曲目prevail吋until1966目τ'he回tewas pegged to出eSterling Pound under血eBrett on 
Woods System. The m戸ewas devalued m order to ease白epressure on the balance 
of payments m 1967. A multiple exchange回tesystem was advocated smce 1968 
until 1977. Wi白血in回 ductionof open economic policies in 1977，血egovernment 
implemented an exchange rate system, which was described as a managed floating 
exchange rate system With this system al restnctlons on current account of the 
balance of payments were removed by 1994 and the government accepted obliga-
tions under Article VIII of the Article of Ag児ementof the Intemat1onal Monetary 
Fundm M町ch1994. 
官官reare some studies (Lakshman and Nicholas 1991) suggested on removal of 
exchange controls田dthe government gradu剖lystarted hberahsing capital account 
activities even由oughSri Lanka does stil have some control over them. Had the 
coun位yremoved al restrictions it would have b田naffected by the Asi四 financial
加rrnoil.Maint叩 anceof competitive exchange rate policy would be very important 
in a highly dependent country such as Sri L叩 kaMarket forces w1出 somedegree of 
intervention determine the exchange rate.τ'his intervention by the Cen甘alBank is 
n町田saryto avoid erratic fluc同ati on of the rupee against m吋orinternational curren-
cies四dto ensure the stab1hty of the market Taking由eseinto account, a simulation 
was performed to review the effectiveness of devaluing the rupee by 10 per cent 
against the US dollar. 
Cun℃ncydep毘c1at1onhas an expansionary impact on the economy All price defla-
to四 incre田ed.Consumer prices must increase with an import price hike, but reduced 
money supply and increased GDP offset白isimpact and 1t even declmed m血elong 
run. Producers’tea prices, rubber, and c田 onutsare boosted due to the upward出 nd
in expo託pnc田，leadmgto a rise in the production and value-added of the economy. 
Tea exports do not change correspondingly since agncultural exports are pnce in-
elastic The greater incre田eof nominal impo出血anexpo白血sultsin a fu巾 erdete-
rioration in the t 回debalance. Activities in the industrial and service sectors were 
constrained due to the decline in imported inputs Domestic prices rose because de 
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valuation pushed import pnces up and even export pnces mcreased smce they in-
eluded impo此吋intermediateinputs 
Upward p町田U問 on出eprice levels is controlled by the reduction of both money 
supply血 dcredits to出egovernment. The government's decreased田Hanceon credit 
could be attributed to its毘venuei町田asefrom fo田ign回 de-relatedtaxes.τ'he cur-
rency devaluation reduced the budget deficitτ'his again is associated with an 'in 
crease in tax revenue. It 1s obvious that following devaluation, nommal values of 
expo巾 andimpo由 incr田 seand回xrevenue also tends to mc＂回目 since阻xrates are 
based on nommal values. The conclusion that can be derived from this 1s that cur-
田ncydevaluation, as expected, did not nnprove the external un回lancesof血ecoun-
try. Perera (1994) draws a similar conclusion with r目pectto出ecountry’S cu汀叩cy
devaluation. Our result is cont四dictoryto Rankaduwa’s (1995) finding.明1eper-
capita income inc田asedas a result of improvements in GDP and unch皿gedpopula・ 
t10n grow血.Misery mdex, a combmation of inflation and unemployment inc白血ed
due to higher impact of inflation than血atof reduction in unemployment rate. 
Table 12: Results for Exchange Rate Policy Exchange阻，te10%mc陪出e(10% devaluation) 
MIS p UEMR GBDGDP 白川町明 GDPGR POPGR TB GDP 
1980 067 0 85 』.18 036 0.74 0.26 0.00 --0.68 
1981 1.34 0.60 -0 26 057 1.48 024 000 1ー30
1982 1.49 1.81 -0 32 0.66 224 0.35 0.00 -156 
1983 121 し印 』 .40 0.48 2.92 0.27 -0.01 I 66 
1984 0.66 I 09 』 .43 0.26 3 43 003 -0.01 -144 
1985 1.23 0.70 --0.47 022 3.73 0.10 -0 01 1ー.56
1986 -0.45 -0.03 --0.42 0.23 3.88 0.22 』 .02 一1.80
1987 1ー.64 一119 』 45 0.06 3.93 0.20 -0 02 -228 
1988 3 25 2.77 』 48 0 I 3 89 035 』 02 2.52 
1989 -4.57 -4.叩 -0.56 --0.04 3.74 0.26 -0.03 -274 
1990 612 -5 45 』 66 004 3 52 0.28 』 03 2.89 
1991 8.39 7.62 --0.77 0.16 3.45 052 --0.04 3.30 
1992 12 73 -1185 』 88 0.17 3.16 083 --0.04 3.74 
1993 20.22 19 01 1.21 0.20 2.69 140 -0.06 4.19 
1994 1ー749 1ー555 --0.94 0.02 3.33 174 --0.07 ・474
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Fiscal Policy 
τ'here have been deficits m government budgets of Sn Lanka since 1955 and the 
deficit has widened after 1977. Successive governments have taken steps to reduce 
血edeficit, particularly出ecu町・entgovernment is making further prog問stowards 
f田nfiscal consolidation.τ'he deficit is expected to be田ducedto 4 per cent of GDP 
by出cye町 2000even though出1sis not a realistic target given high expendi旬開on
defence 
Keepmg these m mind we c町Tiedout fiscal policy simulation. Any efforts to reduce 
出ebudget deficits mvolve a res回ctivefiscal policy. To evaluate the impact of gov-
emment fiscal policies, we disturbed出emodel wi出ad田reas邸 inthe government's 
ex戸，nd1tureon goods叩dsernces and回nsferpayments by 10 per cent. When gov-
emment dec問asesits capital expendi加re,the budget deficit decreases byl 15 per 
cent of GDP. The policy implication here is that when the government問ducesits 
welfare and on gomg war undertakings, the budget deficit can be lowered. The gov-
白羽mentc叩 then田duceits borrowing from the banking system, which m tum can 
increase its loans to the private sector τ'he result shows that the bankmg sector 1s 
able to extend its loans by about 3 per cent if the government 児ducesits mves回 ent
expenditure by 10 per cent The inves町田ntexpands the coun町’sfuture pre》duction
capacity by increasing出eca pi回lstocks of the agriculture, manufactunng，田dser-
vice sectors. Output increases m the long-run without invoking accompanymg price 
increases even though GDP grow出decreasesin the short四nExports grow at a 
higher rate than imports，児sultingin a reduction of出etrade deficit 
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Table 13. Results for Fiscal Policy 
Govt. exp On goods田dse円ices田dgovt exp. On trans偽rpayments 10% decreose 
MIS p UEMR GBDGDP GDPMPPOP GDPGR POPGR τ百GDP
1980 日11 0.09 0.02 1.15 -022 -0.18 0.00 0 1 
1981 0.19 0.18 0.00 -0.87 -0.18 -003 0凹 007 
1982 0.19 0.20 -001 』 .92 -0.09 0.06 0曲 0.05 
1983 0.17 0.18 -0.01 -0.82 0.09 0.12 0凹 007 
1984 0.13 0 15 0ー02 -007 0.30 0.18 。 009 
1985 0.19 0.21 時002 -099 0.41 0.12 0曲 0 18 
1986 0.27 0.31 -005 -0 88 0.66 017 -0.01 0.26 
1987 0.42 0.47 -0.05 -0.90 0.86 0.10 -001 0.37 
1988 0 58 0.65 -007 1.03 1.13 0.13 』 01 0.46 
1989 0.62 0.69 -0.07 1ー21 1.35 0.11 -0.01 0.55 
1990 0.79 0.88 』 .09 1ー23 1.62 0 13 -0.01 0.63 
1991 1.14 1.23 -0.10 1.37 1.94 0.16 -0.02 077 
1992 1.58 1.68 -0.10 1ー24 2 32 0 15 -0.但 0.91 
1993 2.04 2.13 -0 10 1ー27 2.70 0 10 -002 1 01
1994 1.81 1.86 -0.05 1 40 3.00 0.08 -002 1 18 
Monetary Policy 
Central Bank of Sn Lanka is responsible for monetary policy issues deahng wlth 
supply of money, supply of credit and mterest rate while the General T田asuryand 
the Ministry of Fmance 1s responsible for fiscal policy activities dealing with tax, 
and expenditure百iemonetary policy has two objectives of achievmg stabihty四d
development.τbe stability means safeguardmg血ereal value of由eSri L四kancur-
rency while development means achieving economic growth and the ful use of re-
sources (Cen回 lB田 kof Sri L皿ka1998) 
In this direction we camed out simulation with changes m interest rate （四ducing
bank lending rate by one point）.τbe Central Bank rate c四 m日uence出ecommercial 
banking sector’s credit supply to private sector When the banking sector increases 
!ts credit supply, the economy expands. Expo出 increasedue to mcreasing mdustrial 
production Impoロsgrow at a lower rate th剖lexpo託s，時四!tingma favourable exter-
nal balance, improving the trade balance by 0.04 per cent. Smce domestic credit is 
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one component of the mone阻rybase，印ychanges to that will mfluence money sup-
plyτ'he impact of increased money supply 1s cancelled off by inc肥asedGDP and as 
a result pnce level went down. Imports increased due to the income effect brought 
about by GDP.τ'he misery mdex shows a favou回.blesi回目ionbecause of declme 
trend m the consumer price. The budget deficit 1s reduced marginally by 0 08 per 
cent in the first year because of the government revenue effect 
Table 14: Results for Moneta叩Policy(Bank悶te1 point down) 
MIS p UEMR GBDGDP E即M目。pGDPGR POPGR τ1lGDP 
1980 0ー04 -0.04 000 -0.08 -0.04 0.06 0.00 -0.04 
1981 』 16 -0.16 000 -0 12 -0.10 0.10 0.00 0ー.09
1982 0.29 』 29 0.00 -015 -0.14 011 000 』 1
1983 -0.45 -044 -0.01 』 14 0ー22 0 1 0.00 』 16
1984 』 62 -0.60 -0.02 -014 -0.29 0.13 0曲 0ー18 
1985 -0.89 -0.87 -0.但 』 13 -038 0 18 -0.01 -025 
1986 1.12 】 1.09 -0.03 0 14 』 46 009 -0.01 』 26
1987 1.43 1ー39 -O.Q4 』 15 』 53 008 -0.01 』 38
1988 I.79 1ー.73 -0.06 』 14 -0.67 014 -001 -0.49 
1989 1.85 』.75 -0.10 』 16 -0.71 0 15 -0.01 0.63 
1990 2.28 -2 14 -0.13 』 12 0ー.74 0.06 -002 .Q.6 
1991 3.12 -298 -0.14 』 IO -0 83 0 IO -0.02 0.77 
1992 4.27 -4.10 』.17 』 1I 1ー.03 0.14 -002 0.86 
1993 5.69 5.40 -0.30 -0.11 1.07 0.32 』 .02 一101 
1994 -4.76 -431 -0.45 -011 -0.88 0.42 -0.03 1ー14 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
A macroeconometr1c model for Sn Lanka is constructed and tested. The model 1s 
large in size and up to date Moreover, population has been endogemzed with fair 
disagg田gationof the employment sectoιτ'he population and employment blocks 
訂ea distmguishing免a出血of出emodel as no previous models on the Sn Lankan 
economy have attempted to endogenize population and employment. Specifications 
of血eexport S配torare different from other models such as Karunasena’s (1985) and 
Perera’s (1994) since the田sidualdetermination of tea expo由 hasbeen dropped 
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from this model. 
Dynamic simulations of the model have shown good tracking ability with the ob-
served data. Furthennore, it was applied to explore the multiplier c釘目tsof some of 
由emacro-economic pohcy issues of current interest The model paid explicit at恒n
tion to the supply side of the economy, which is not common m many models of 
developing countriesτne results ar芭acceptableand comparable with those of other 
large models developed for Sn Lanka such as Cooray (1996 andl998), Karunasena 
(1985), Rankaduwa et al. (1995）田dPerera (1994). Yet m some cases, the magni・
tudes of血estructural and policy p町田netersare different depending on出cmodel’s 
lini回tionsand出efocus. 
官官resultsof simulation experiments perfonned usmg the model provide a number 
of interestmg insights mto modelling of Sri Lank血 economyin particular with問
spect to modelling the supply side, takmg capital stocks of vanous secto四 mtoac”
count, and endogenous trea町田ntof populati叩叩demploym叩 tDespite出emodel’S
limitations, it provides some methodological and empirical contnbuuons to出ep田－
va1lmg lite田町田onmodelling of the Sri L剖 k組 economyand can stil be used for a 
short-and medmm-tenn pohcy田 alysis.
Analysis on exchange rate policy is mteresting since it is a crucial component in由e
BOP hterature Exchange rate policy 1s weak in improving a trade balance, but it 
improves the budget deficit and value-added of the economy. Government mvest-
ment expenditure policy has a large impact on出eeconomy, p町ticul町Iyon grow由
In controlling the budget deficit, expendi佃reon capital mvestrnent C血 playa very 
significant role.τnis also improves private sector access to loans from the banking 
sector, through which private inves出 entcan be reinforcedτne model C血 befur-
ther applied to assess the impact of vanous agricultural pncing policies on the 
economy. In domg so, producer pnc田 ofthe respective agricultural commodities 
have to be adjusted according to government incentives and回xpolicies. Fu吋1er-
more, the present model C出 bemodified easily to quantify the influences of real 
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exchange rate differences taking mto account the opening up of the external trade 
and capital accounts of balance of payments m many countries. 
百1ecapllal flow of the BOP has been partly endogenized m由ism吋el.To have a 
complete external sector m the model, it is obvious曲目thecapital account should be 
endogenized Modelling the capital flows of血ecoun句，however，＂問uiresa thor-
ough knowledge of their determinants. Policymakers m developing countries have 
taken a progressive interest in the envu。凹nentalimpact of policies in出erecent past. 
百官加pactcan be quantified by白山田加ring血emodel, particul町'lythe production 
block. It is also necessary to incorporate a “human face" into the modelling. This 
involves factors such as income d1srribution, unemployment, and o出eraspects of 
human development Fur世間more,energy血 ddefence expenditure issues are vital 
for the coun位y’sgrow出momen加mand should be taken mto careful consideration 
m modelling. 
Notes 
I）百1is田ctionis heavily drawn from血eCentral Bank of Sn Lanka (1998). 
2) The estimated model is not ioctuded here due space limitation and interested reader may 
obtain the modet・on出questfro田血eau血or.
3) To由ebest of author’s knowtedge this is血efirst time that皿ygovernment institution 
publish吋 consistenttong time senes data. 
Appendix: The list。fvariables 
CG-Govt. consumption at cu田 ntpnces 
CP~ Private consumption at叩rrentprices 
GBD四 Govtbudget deficits 
GDPFP82~ GDP at t982 factor cost 
GDPMP82同 GDPat 1982 market prices 
I-inves岡田t
LD-labour demand 
LPR同 Labourfor℃e participation阻te
LS聞 Laboursupply 
M-lmpo出
PGDP-GDP deflator 
PX-Pnce of exports 
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RDP-Deposit rate 
RLR-Lending rate 
RTB-Treasury bil rate 
TB自 Trade balance 
WAG-Agricultural sector wage四teindex 
WIN-Industrial s田torwage rate index 
WPI-Wholesale price ind阻
WSE-Service sector wage rate mdex 
X-Expo出
YD-Disposable income 
GBDGDP-Government budget deficit田%。fGDP
GDPGR-GDP grow出国防
GDPMPPOP-Per-capita income 
MIS回 Mise可index(combmation of inflation and unemployment) 
p回 Inflation
POPGR-Population growth回te
TBGDP-Trade balance as a %。fGDP
UEMR-Unemployment同胞
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